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March 8, 2022 

Melissa Stocker 
Market and Recruitment Specialist  
10987 Main St.  
Huntley, IL 602142  

Proposal for Retail Market Analysis and Recruitment Plan 

Dear Ms. Stocker:  

We are pleased to present the following proposal in response to the Village of Huntley’s request for proposal for 
Retail Market Analysis and Recruitment Plan services.  

With a national perspective and more than twenty-one years of experience in over 650 communities, The Retail 
Coach offers the expertise, service, and manpower to research, analyze, and develop customized strategies that 
best position our clients for retail recruitment and development success. No other consulting firm offers this 
level of comprehensive support that is uniquely tailored to the community. Our focus on partnership and 
tangible retail successes has resulted in ongoing, multi-year relationships with more 95% of our clients.  

I was able to visit Huntley on March 2, to help in our preparation of our proposal. During my time in Huntley, I 
spent several hours looking at potential development and redevelopment opportunities in the community. 
Based on this time spent in Huntley, we see opportunities for development and redevelopment throughout the 
entire 47 corridor in Huntley.  

We are big believers that in order for a community to have a strong retail base, the community must have a 
strong mix of local, regional, and national retailers. That being said, our proposal focuses on the recruitment of 
regional and national retailers and developers as directed in the RFP, but we have also included a Huntley Retail 
Workshop, which will focus on the education of existing local retailers, identification of entrepreneurs and 
franchisees for local retail growth. 

I met recently with our full team to discuss this request for proposals, Huntley’s retail opportunity, and the best 
approach to help accomplish the community’s retail goals. Based on our research and current knowledge of the 
community, we are confident we can be successful in helping to analyze the market potential, and lay the 
foundation to recruit retailers and developers to Huntley.  

We have addressed each service outlined in the Request for Proposal in a comprehensive manner.  

We appreciate the opportunity to submit this proposal and would welcome the opportunity to personally 
introduce our firm to you at the appropriate time.  

Please feel free to call me with any questions.  

Sincerely,  

Aaron Farmer  
President  
The Retail Coach  
662-231-0608  
afarmer@theretailcoach.net
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About The Retail Coach
Company Profile

We have served  
more than 650 
communities in 
40 states across 
the country over 
the last 21 years. 

We are the nation’s premier  
retail recruitment, market analysis, and 
development firm. Our experience 
combines strategy, technology, and 
creative marketing to execute high-impact 
retail and restaurant recruitment strategies 
for local governments, chambers of 
commerce and economic development 
agencies. 

7+ Million 
Square feet of new retail 
space recruited to client 
communities in just the 

last five years

$700 Million 
Additional sales tax 
dollars generated in 
client communities

95% Repeat 
Percent of clients that 
choose us for repeat 

assignments

PROVEN RESULTS
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Retail Recruitment Success
Company Profile

7+ Million Square 
Feet of New Retail   
recruited to client 
communities in the 
last 5 years. 

The Retail Coach has 
helped attract these 
retailers and restaurants  
— plus hundreds more —  
to our client communities.
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What Makes Us Different

Our Team is Your Team 
We take a partnership approach and 
become an extension of your team. 
Our clients are invited to participate in 
the recruitment process, allowing you to 
learn and expand your network. 

Always Fully Transparent 
We track recruitment activity and 
prospect feedback in your custom 
retail recruitment dashboard and 
host monthly calls with your team to 
keep you updated on progress. 

Experienced & Connected 
We pioneered the retail recruitment 
industry more than 20 years ago and 
leverage more than two decades of 
experience and relationships to help 
drive retail growth in your community. 

We are Flexible & Agile 
We have intentionally kept our team size 
optimal in order to keep the ability to 
adapt and change. This helps us continue 
to develop new programs and lead 
through innovation. 

We Avoid Conflicts of Interest 
We are not brokers, and we do not have 
to answer to in-house agents looking 
for a commission. Our interests are 
always  in line with your vision and what’s 
best for your community. 

We use Consistent Project Teams 
We do not have a sales team that hands 
you off to a face once the project begins. 
You will keep the same point of contact 
from start to finish to ensure a  
consistent, open line of communication. 
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Instructor & Speaker Experience
Huntley Project Team

As the pioneer of proactive retail recruitment 
and development services, The Retail Coach 
team is frequently sought after for 
speaking engagements and instructor 
roles for conferences, trainings, basic 
economic development courses, and other 
industry events. 
Her are a few of the events and courses in 
which our team has recently presented:

International Council of Shopping Centers: RECON 

Session Title: “Developers & Retailers: The New Power Couple”

National League of Cities: Small Cities Conference 

Session Title: “Small Cities, Big Demand”

Illinois Municipal League Annual Conference 

Session Title: “Post Covid Retail”

EDC of Colorado: Drive | Lead | Succeed Conference 

Session Title: “Retail is Changing…Is Your Community Ready?”

IEDC: Basic Economic Development Course 

Session Title: “Retail Recruitment in Economic Development”

Stand Up Rural America: Annual Conference 

Session Title: “The Reality of Rural Retail Recruitment”

Main Street America: Main Street Now! Conference 

Session Title: “Business Attraction & Retention Strategies”

Illinois Financial Forecast Forum: Annual Conference 

Session Title: “Dynamic Trends in the Retail Environment”



Huntley 
Project Team
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Leadership Structure
Huntley Project Team

Aaron has over 14 years of experience in the 
Retail Coach industry. He oversees all aspects 
of The Retail Coach. His experience is extensive 
in communities similar to Huntley. He will be the 
primary contact for your project. 

Day-to-Day 
Project Management

With more than 30 years of retail experience, 
Kelly plays an integral role in every project for 
The Retail Coach, including in-depth market 
analyses, recruitment strategies, and 
development plans for our clients. 

Leadership & Project Strategy

Kelly Cofer, CCIM 
Founder & CEO

Aaron Farmer 
President

Cary and Caroline manage our relationships 
with national and regional retailers, brokers, site 
selectors, and developers. They execute our 
recruitment process, including the site 
submission process and retailer feedback. 

Retailer Recruitment

Nancy supports all projects by managing client 
invoicing and contract needs, as well as 
marketing, promotional, and graphic design 
support. 

Administrative Support

Matthew and Aiden use cutting-edge,  
GPS-based market data to pinpoint true 
opportunity in retail markets. They provide  
the latest retail trade area data and prepare our 
clients’ market reports. 

Data & Market Research

Aiden Berry 
Research Analyst

Matthew Lautensack 
Director of Research

Caroline Hearnsberger 
Recruitment Specialist

Cary Everitt 
Recruitment Specialist

Nancy Dees 
Director of Finance
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C. Kelly Cofer leads The Retail Coach with more than 30 years of experience in all 
aspects of retail real estate and economic development. Kelly’s professional 
background encompasses market research and site selection, advisory and leasing 
services, and property brokerage and development for leading national and regional 
retailers and restaurants in more than 150 cities throughout the United States. He 
has earned the prestigious Certified Commercial Investment Member (CCIM) 
designation from the Chicago-based Commercial Investment Real Estate Institute 
and attended the Economic Development Institute at the University of Oklahoma. 
Kelly holds a Bachelor of Science degree from Texas A&M University in College 
Station.

Kelly Cofer, CCIM 
Founder & CEO

Key Staff Biographies
Huntley Project Team

With a degree in Marketing from The Mays Business School at Texas A&M University 
in College Station and an MBA from Texas A&M University – Commerce, Aaron 
brings to The Retail Coach knowledge of the most current research on retail and 
marketing trends. Prior to joining The Retail Coach, Aaron was employed in 
marketing research and retail development where he worked on projects for some of 
America’s leading retailers and restaurants including FedEx, Kinkos, Sally Beauty 
Supply, Adidas, Concentra and the National American Association of Subway 
Franchises (NAASF). His expertise touches each step of a project from the initial 
trade area determination to the actual recruitment of retailers. Aaron is a sought after 
speaker for industry organizations throughout the country.

Aaron Farmer 
President
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Cary joined The Retail Coach as an addition to the retail recruitment team. He comes 
from a background of almost 9 years in healthcare and retail management helping 
him gain exceptional relationship building skills and education in business 
development strategies. He is currently in the process of obtaining his Texas real 
estate license in order to expand his knowledge in the field, allowing him to offer the 
best guidance and assistance to all current and future clients alike. The main focus 
for Cary at The Retail Coach is to identify and recruit interested restaurants and 
retailers to client communities contributing to market growth and expansion.

New York native, Matthew Lautensack, brings a specialization in critical theory and 
technology integration to The Retail Coach team. A philosopher and self-taught 
programmer, Matthew is efficient in user experience, digital platform design, e-
commerce, automation, digital advertising, GIS, and is a tremendous asset to our 
staff. During his tenure at The Retail Coach, he has brought efficiency to the 
operational processes, through automation, streamlining, and systematizing internal 
workflows. He was also the principal developer on a number of new products and 
services we are offering today. Prior to joining The Retail Coach, Matthew was the 
Director of Information Technology at a natural soap company based out of upstate 
New York.

With a Masters in Public Policy and Administration combined with almost 10 years in 
upper administration and project management, Caroline brings client oriented 
expertise to The Retail Coach. As the former experience as Director of International 
Services at Mississippi State University, she managed various international projects 
bringing a broader approach to The Retail Coach retail economic development 
recruitment methods. 

Caroline loves learning about each new client and tailoring her recruitment and 
development strategies to fit those unique profiles. In the Recruitment Specialist role 
with The Retail Coach, Caroline is primarily responsible for spearheading the firm’s 
retail recruitment nationwide. When not actively sourcing development opportunities 
for our clients, Caroline stays busy as a mom of two very active little girls with big 
personalities.

Matthew Lautensack 
Director of Research

Caroline Hearnsberger 
Recruitment Specialist

Cary Everitt 
Recruitment Specialist

Key Staff Biographies
Huntley Project Team



Executive Summary
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Executive Summary
Retail Market Analysis and Recruitment Plan - Huntley, IL

Submitting Firm: 

The Retail Coach, LLC

Offices in: Austin, TX,  
Dallas, TX, and Tupelo, MS

Mailing Address: 

The Retail Coach, LLC
PO Box 7272
Tupelo, MS 38802

Primary Contact: 

Aaron Farmer
President
afarmer@theretailcoach.net
662-231-0608

Objectives:

The Retail Coach is submitting this 
proposal for Retail Market Analysis and 
Recruitment Plan to be executed for the 
Village of Huntley, Illinois. Our firm has the 
ability to complete all tasks in the RFP.

• Research and analyze the Huntley retail 
market

• Determine the unique, viable retail 
market potential for Huntley

• Provide data reports and marketing 
materials  — along with coaching and 
expertise — to assist with retail 
enhancement and recruitment activities

• Develop and Implement a plan for retail, 
restaurant, and Downtown/Main Street to 
support the community’s economic 
development efforts.

For more than 21 years, The Retail Coach has been the premier national retail 
recruitment partner for municipalities and economic development organizations. Having 
worked more than 650 assignments in 40 states, our recruitment approach is simple — 
do what you say you are going to do, do it at the highest level possible and constantly 
communicate findings and results to our clients. This approach has proven successful, 
leading to multiple assignments with more than 95% of our clients.

Our goal is to not only aid the Village of Huntley in preparing and executing the Retail 
Market Analysis and Recruitment Plan, but also to help build your level of retail expertise 
as the Village seeks to encourage retail development to its maximum level.

The most important aspect of any Retail Development Strategy is its ultimate application 
and resulting impacts. Our approach has always been action-oriented to ensure that 
market reports are not placed on a shelf to collect dust. Working with local 
stakeholders, brokers, and real estate professionals to educate and empower is 
essential to a successful study, and a critical component in which The Retail Coach is 
experienced and well-equipped to execute. 



Our time-tested approach is designed around examining a community “through 
the eyes of a retailer”. Our team will spend time on the ground in Huntley to better 
understand Huntley’s strengths, opportunities, and challenges as it relates to 
retail development.
During our preliminary research of the Huntley Retail Market, we examined 
multiple trade area determination methods, including a mobile location data 
analysis. 

Understanding where consumers are coming from is critical in determining an 
area’s true retail potential, so our strategy for Huntley will include a Custom 
Retail Trade Area Determination based on actual data collected from 
consumers in the study area. 
Utilizing the market analysis and data collected, our team will be able to 
determine the retail demand in Huntley currently, but also in the future. 
Understanding the retail demand will aid our team in developing a proactive retail 
recruitment and development strategy for Huntley focused on exceptional and 
attainable goals and results. 
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Executive Summary
Retail Market Analysis and Recruitment Plan - Huntley, IL



Scope of Services: 
Retail Market Analysis and 
Recruitment Plan
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Custom Retail Trade Areas 
The Retail Trade Area (RTA) is the foundation of retail recruitment strategy, and its accuracy is critical. The 
Retail Trade Area is the geographical area from which a community’s retailers derive a majority of their 
business. Drive times and radial analysis are not the best way to depict an accurate Retail Trade Area. To 
best confirm a community’s Retail Trade Area, we will execute the following strategic steps:  

Mobile Data for Location Decisions
The Retail Coach will utilize mobile location technology that analyzes location and behavioral data 
collected from mobile devices to determine consumer visits to Huntley. This high-confidence data is 
used to verify Retail Trade Areas and validate retail site selection decisions. The Retail Coach will 
complete Mobile Data Studies on multiple locations throughout the community. 

Retail Trade Area Mapping 
The Retail Coach will delineate a boundary map of the Retail Trade Area using mobile data collected.  

Mobile Location Data & Retail Trade Area Mapping

SAMPLE CELL PHONE HEAT MAP - Walmart - Huntley, IL

Analyzing The Market
Phase 1
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Demographic Profiling  
A community must be able to instantaneously provide information and data sets sought by retailers during 
the site selection and site evaluation process. The data must be accurate, current, and readily available. 

The Retail Coach will create comprehensive 2020 Census 2022, and 2027 demographic profiles for the 
Retail Trade Area and Huntley community. The profile includes population and projected population 
growth, race, ethnicities, average and median household incomes, median age, households and 
household growth, and educational attainment.

Daytime Population 
The workplace population, or daytime labor market area, is important to quick-serve and casual dining 
restaurants that rely heavily on lunch business. 

The Retail Coach will provide an employment summary report detailing the total number of 
establishments, by industry, and employee counts within the designated labor market area. This report will 
provide insight into the “work here” population versus the “live here” population. 
 
Psychographic Profiling  
As retail site selection has evolved from an art to a science, psychographic lifestyle segmentation has 
become an essential element of retailers’ preferred location criteria. Understanding a consumer’s 
propensity to purchase certain retail goods and services—as well as specific retail brands—is valuable to 
national, regional, and independent retailers.

Psychographic Profiles of Consumers

Analyzing The Market
Phase 1
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Top Tier

+ OCCUPATION BY EARNINGS
 ve occupations with the highest number of workers in the market are displayed

by median earnings. Data from the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey.

+ AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD BUDGET INDEX
The index compares the average amount spent in this market’s household budgets for 
housing, food, apparel, etc., to the average amount spent by all US households. An index
of 100 is average. An index of 120 shows that average spending by consumers in this market
is 20 percent above the national average. Consumer expenditures are estimated by Esri.

+ INCOME AND NET WORTH
Net worth measures total household assets (homes, vehicles, 
investments, etc.) less any debts, secured (e.g., mortgages)
or unsecured (credit cards). Household income and
net worth are estimated by Esri.

+ AGE BY SEX (Esri data)

Median Age: 46.2    US: 37.6
|  Indicates US

+ RACE AND ETHNICITY (Esri data)

The Diversity Index summarizes racial and ethnic diversity. The index 
shows the likelihood that two persons, chosen at random from the 
same area, belong to different race or ethnic groups. The index 
ranges from 0 (no diversity) to 100 (complete diversity).

Diversity Index: 34.4    US: 62.1

1A

Soccer Moms is an affluent, family-oriented market with a 
country flavor.
Residents are partial to new housing away from the bustle of the city but close enough to commute to 
professional job centers. Life in this suburban wilderness offsets the hectic pace of two working parents
with growing children. They favor time-saving devices, like banking online or housekeeping services, and
family-oriented pursuits.

US Household // 3,327,000
Average Household Size // 2.96
Median Age // 36.6
Median Household Income // $84,000

LifeMode Group • Family Landscapes

SOCCER MOMS4A
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Retail Demand Outlook Analysis 
A Retail Demand Outlook Analysis will determine the level of retail demand for a designated Retail Trade 
Area. The analysis computes the current retail demand of 70+ retail sectors of the Retail Trade Area and 
the five year demand for the same sectors.

The Retail Demand Outlook Analysis will:
• Identify retail demand for more that 70 retail categories and sub-categories and identify the Compound 

Annual Growth Rate. 
• Distinguish retail categories with the highest prospect for success and quantify their retail potential.

 

Determining Retail Opportunities
Phase 2

Retail Demand Outlook 
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Example Retail Site Profile

Identifying Development & 
Redevelopment Opportunities

Phase 3

Identifying & Marketing Vacancies & Development/
Redevelopment Sites
Retailers are interested not only in the market data on your community, but also in evaluating all available 
sites that fit their site selection and location preferences. A community must create and maintain a database 
of prime available properties along with accurate and current marketing information. 

The Retail Coach will identify up to 15 priority retail vacancies and development/redevelopment sites to 
market. Factors influencing site selection for priority sites will include:

• Existing market conditions
• Retail Trade Area population
• Traffic counts and traffic patterns
• Site-line visibility from primary & secondary traffic arteries
• Ingress/egress & adequate parking
• Site characteristics, Topography & Proximity to retail clusters

Retail Site Profiles
The Retail Coach will create a retail site profile for primary availabilities with current site-specific information, 
including: 

• Property size, dimensions, and location
• Aerial photographs
• Site plan
• Demographic profile
• Traffic count
• Appropriate contact information
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The Retail Coach has been successful in recruiting leading retail brands to our client communities for 
more than 21 years. Our process is driven by providing accurate and current data sets as well as site-
specific information to retailers, brokers, and developers.

Identification of Retail Prospects  
The Retail Coach will target national and regional retail brands (retailers and developers) that are a good 
“fit” for the community. This means the Retail Trade Area population, disposable incomes, consumer 
spending habits, and education levels meet the retailers’ ideal location criteria.  

The Retail Coach will review a master list with Huntley staff and work together to prepare a final target list 
of retailers for recruitment.

Identifying Retailers & 
Developers for Recruitment

Phase 4
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Marketing & Branding
Phase 5

To attract targeted retailers and developers, the most critical step is providing accurate, current, and 
site-specific information on the community and its Retail Trade Area. It is important that this marketing 
information positively reflects your community’s attributes and brand to corporate site selectors, real 
estate brokers, and developers.

Retail Market Flyer
The Retail Coach will develop a Retail Market Flyer  
tailored to the specific needs of targeted retailers’  
essential site selection and location criteria. The  
profile serves as a community introduction  
and includes: 

• Retail Trade Area Map 
• Location Map 
• Traffic Count Map 
• Demographic Profile Summary 
• Appropriate logo and contact information 

Retail Market Flyer
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Marketing & Branding
Phase 5

Retailer Feasibility Packages
The Retail Coach will create a retailer-specific feasibility package to address essential location criteria. 
The feasibility package includes:

Real Estate Developer Opportunity Package
The Retail Coach will create a developer opportunity package to highlight the need for development / 
redevelopment. 
This will include: 

• Community Overview 
• Retail Site Profiles
• Location Map 
• Retail Trade Area Map
• Existing Retailer Aerial Map
• Retailer Location Map
• Retail Trade Area Demographic Profile Summary 

• Retail Gap Analysis Summary Table
• Retail Trade Area Psychographic Profile 
• Retail Trade Area Demographic Profile 
• Community Demographic Profile 
• Area Traffic Generators 
• Appropriate logo and contact information 

• Community Overview
• Location Map
• Retail Trade Area 
• Demographic Trends 
• Aerial Imagery
• Traffic Counts
• Site-line visibility from major traffic arteries
• Ingress/egress for primary traffic arteries
• Median cuts or possibilities
• Traffic signal existence or possibilities 

• Site characteristics and topography
• Appropriate Zoning
• Area Retail
• Residential clustering and support 
• Proximity to “anchor” retailers
• Top Employers
• Workplace Population 
• Potential retail tenants

Retail Feasibility Package Developer Feasibility Package



Online Retail Dashboard & Interactive Map
The Retail Coach will create an online community dashboard, which is available at Retail360.us/
Huntley-IL, for visual presentation and easy downloading of marketing information and data sets.
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Marketing & Branding
Phase 5

Retail360 Dashboard



Phase 6
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Recruiting Retailers 
& Developers

Recruitment of Retailers
Founded in 2000, The Retail Coach was the first national retail advisory firm to introduce retailer and developer 
recruitment specifically for communities. The recruitment of retailers remains one of the primary metrics of success. 
Today, our experience has shown a community must move beyond data.

The retailer recruitment process includes the following steps:
• Introductory emails and retail market profiles are sent to each targeted retailer. 
• Personal telephone calls are placed to measure interest level. 
• Personal emails and retailer feasibility packages are sent to each targeted retailer. 
• Personal emails and retail site profiles for prime sites are sent to the appropriate targeted retailer. 
• Personal emails are sent to inform targeted retailers of significant market changes. 
• A retailer status report is provided with each retailer’s complete contact information and comments resulting from 

recruitment activities. 
• Personal emails are sent quarterly to continue to seek responses regarding their interest level. 

Recruitment of Developers
Much of our recruitment success comes from establishing a network of national retail developers over the past 19 years.

Developer networking and developer recruitment have become key components in a community’s retail recruitment and 
development success. Retailers have specific property requirements based on their site location criteria. A mid to high-
tier retailer might show interest in a community; however, there may not be sufficient ready-to-lease properties matching 
their needs and brand requirements. Relationships with developers are important in these situations to capitalize on 
retailer interest and opportunity.

Our developer recruitment process includes the following steps:
• Introductory emails and opportunity packages are sent to developers.
• Personal telephone calls are placed to measure interest level.
• Personal emails are sent to inform developers of the status of interested retailers and any significant market 

changes.

A developer status report is provided with each developer’s complete contact information and comments resulting from 
recruitment activities.

Retail Conference Representation
The Retail Coach will assist in marketing Huntley  
and its retail vacancies and real estate sites to  
retailers and real estate sites to retailers, developers,  
and brokers at retail industry conferences.

TRC will attend and represent Huntley at the following conferences;

ICSC Vegas
ICSC Chicago
Retail Live - Austin 
Retail Live - Orlando 
Retail Live - Carolinas 
And others throughout the year. 

“The location of Sprouts Farmers 
Market was a direct result of meetings 
coordinated by The Retail Coach 
between our community and site 
selectors at ICSC/Recon.”

Warren Unsicker, CEcD 
Vice President, Economic Development 
Broken Arrow Economic Development



Coaching
The Retail Coach will partner with Huntley on a long-term basis and be available when you have 
questions, new ideas, need customized reports, or need access to GIS mapping and current 
data and statistics. We are also available if Huntley needs to brainstorm opportunities as your 
community grows and develops.  Project correspondence can be conducted through The Retail Coach 
custom Pandora platform as part of the Retail360 dashboard. This password-protected platform will 
allow the Huntley to keep track of project progress, download reports, and securely share other 
information over the course of the project agreement.

 
 
 
 

Phase 7
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Coaching & Ongoing Support

TRC Project Management Platforms
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Huntley Retail Workshop 
The Retail Coach will conduct a retail workshop to share Retail Trade Area findings, demographic and psychographic 
profiles, and specific retail sector opportunities. The workshop focuses on existing retail businesses that may use the data 
to make “informed” decisions about expanding their merchandise lines and pursuing new sector opportunities, as well as 
entrepreneurs who are exploring new business opportunities. 

Independent retail businesses face tremendous pressure from regional and national “brick-and-mortar” retail brands, as well 
as online retail sales. The focus of our workshop is educational. It will utilize our market research and analysis to answer the 
following questions: 
• Who are my customers? 
• How do I compete with national brands? 
• What merchandise should I carry? 
• How do I market my business?  
• What brands do our shoppers buy?  
• What hours should I be open?  
• And many more…

TRC Hosted Retail Workshop

Phase 7
Coaching & Ongoing Support



Project   
Costs
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Cost Proposal
Project Timeline & Costs

Work Fees 
The total fee for completion of this work is $45,000, payable in three installments:

a) $15,000 upon execution of the agreement
b) $15,000 upon 90 days
c) $15,000 upon 180 days

Reimbursable Project Expenses  
It is estimated that reimbursable expenses will be approximately $2,000 (not to exceed 
amount). Reimbursable expenses include:

a) All travel costs;
b) Cost of special renderings and maps, if any;
c)  Cost of copies for reports and maps/drawings; and
d) Cost of shipping expenses, if any. 

Retail Development Services $47,000 
(Not to Exceed Amount)
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Optional Contract Extensions
ONGOING SUPPORT

1

1

Annual Contract Extension

Because we believe retail recruitment is an ongoing process, and not an event, we offer the ability 
to extend a standard project agreement for up to two additional years. Your agreement can be extended 
at any time to ensure you have the tools and resources you need to successfully recruit retailers.

$30,000/yr.
Extends your agreement by an additional 12 months from previous 
contract execution. During that 12 month period, you will continue to 
receive the following: 

• Updated Research, Analysis, and Reports 
• Continued Recruitment of Retailers and Developers 
• Coaching and Support from the The Retail Coach Team 
• Designated Point of Contact for Recruitment and Data Needs 
• Access to GIS Mapping and Data Resources 



The Retail Coach: 
References and 
Client Quotes
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References
The Retail Coach: Experience

Community Pop: 31,407

Contact: 
Ray Dunlap 
President 

Terrell Economic Development 
Corporation 

ray@terrelltexas.com 
469-534-2719 

Community Pop: 37,872
The Village of Carpentersville, IL is 
a newer client of The Retail Coach. 
Having worked with Carpentersville 
for less than a year on recruitment, 
we are in the process of helping 
several restaurants and retailers 
locate in the community. 

Prior to hiring The Retail Coach, 
Carpentersville used another retail 
consultant which the City was not 
happy with due to a lack of 
communication. 

 

Ben Mason, AICP 
Community Development Director 

Village of Carpentersville  
bmason@cville.org 

224.293.1641  

mailto:ray@terrelltexas.com
mailto:ray@terrelltexas.com
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Contact: 
Ray Dunlap 
President 

Terrell Economic Development 
Corporation 

ray@terrelltexas.com 
469-534-2719 

Contact: 
Barbara Carroll 

Director of Community Development 
City of Warrensburg, MO 

bcarroll@warrensburg-mo.com 
660-747-9135

References
The Retail Coach: Experience

The City of Warrensburg has been 
a client of The Retail Coach since 
2015. During this time, our team 
has provided the data, recruitment, 
and trade show representation 
needed to execute a successful 
recruitment strategy.

Retailers and restaurants The 
Retail Coach has helped recruit to 
Warrensburg, include: Starbucks, 
Fazoli’s, Hy-Vee, Marshalls 
(opening in August), and others.

 

Community Pop: 19,337

Community Pop: 20,924

The Terrell Economic Development 
Corporation has been a client of 
The Retail Coach since 2010. 
During this time, our team has 
provided the data, recruitment, and 
trade show representation needed 
to execute a successful recruitment 
strategy.

Multiple retailers and restaurants 
have located in Terrell over the last 
twelve years through his 
partnership. 
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Client Testimonials
The Retail Coach: Experience

“The Retail Coach has truly been the teammate I needed to 
achieve our goals in the retail and commercial sector. Their 
always-prompt response and ability to use data to support quality 
development and foster long lasting relationships have made a 
difference in our connections and community. The Retail Coach 
staff has been an outstanding extension of our office and our 
community.”

Serra Hall: VP, Project Development (Newton County, Georgia)

“The Retail Coach is hands-down one of the best consultant 
teams of any kind that our team has had the pleasure of 
working with. Their extensive expertise and nationwide 
connections with site selectors, developers, and major chains have 
opened up new doors for the City, allowing us to take our 
recruitment efforts to the next level and collaborate with brands that 
hadn’t previously considered our market.  
They work as an extension of our staff, anticipating needs and 
freeing up in-house staff time. I can’t recommend the Retail 
Coach highly enough.”

Chenin Dow: Economic Development Manager (Lancaster, California)

“Thank you for Gallatin's partnership with The Retail Coach. Charles Parker 
and his team have been very beneficial in helping my development find 
retail tenants.  We have currently signed [multiple tenants] with their help 
and guidance.”

Brad Jolly: Developer (Gallatin, Tennessee)
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Client Testimonials
The Retail Coach: Experience

“As a customer of The Retail Coach I have witnessed first-hand success with 
Aaron Farmer and his skilled team. The staff at The Retail Coach delivers 
the knowledge, skill, and rapport necessary to recruit retail into regions 
seeking progression, all while taking the difficulty away from the 
municipalities. They are a strong catalyst in retail expansion for any 
community that is looking for increased economic growth.”

Sean Overeynder: City Manager (Lamesa, Texas)

“After visiting our city, The Retail Coach staff were able to quickly 
recognize the challenges of our rapidly growing community and 
identify submarkets for retail attraction. The time they spent in the 
community and surrounding areas, meeting with community representatives 
and really working to understand our retail challenges, made the difference.”

Michelle Hill: Economic Development Director (Firestone, Colorado)

“For years I researched firms to help me with retail development and  
The Retail Coach continued to surface as the best choice provider. Over and 
over again I heard about their ‘service after the sale.’ This was important. You 
see a lot of firms can run data and put together fancy reports. What allows 
The Retail Coach to stand out is their coaching. A tool is useless unless 
someone ‘coaches’ you on the best way to utilize it. When you hire The 
Retail Coach you are not just buying data, you are hiring a coach to help 
you with your retail development needs. I highly recommend them to any 
community seeking to effectively recruit retail development.”

Dave Quinn: Economic Development Manager (Fairview, Texas)
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Client Testimonials
The Retail Coach: Experience

“The Retail Coach organization has a proven track record of accurately 
portraying a community, providing the information needed to help 
prospective retailers see the community. They are well respected 
among retail chains and retail site locators. They take the time to visit the 
community —boots on the ground if you will and they will visit with retailers 
and learn all they can about the community before publishing their work. 
Another factor in this is the company is constantly seeking out new 
technology to improve their results— they have the tools and the talent.”

Charlie Smith: Former Executive Director (Mount Pleasant, Texas)

“We were pleased that The Retail Coach does not apply a ‘one size fits all’ 
approach to retail growth. Their team has a national reputation for 
adapting tried and true strategies to suit the individuals needs and 
unique characteristics and in the communities in which they work. 
Beyond that, The Retail Coach’s team develops long term relationships with 
their clients which extends well past the performance period of their 
professional services contracts. We expect that when The Retail Coach’s 
work in Laramie is complete, we and our partners will be emboldened to take 
on complex retail issues, but if we hit a snag along the way, The Retail 
Coach’s team will be just a call or text away.

Sarah Reese: Economic and Community Initiatives Administrator (Laramie, Wyoming)

“We chose to work with The Retail Coach because the City wanted to help 
direct the type of retail coming to the City, helping to ensure it meets 
demands and fills a need. The Retail Coach also provides a strong local 
component, assisting our existing, local retail establishments to respond 
to today’s competitive environment so they too can thrive.”

Steve Brodsky: City Manager (Xenia, Ohio)



Contact Information:

800.851.0962     |     THERETAILCOACH.NET     |     AUSTIN, TEXAS • TUPELO, MISSISSIPPI

Aaron Farmer 
President

afarmer@theretailcoach.net
662.231.0608


